Color in the characters!
Color in the character!
Spot the differences!

Can you find all five differences?

You can also color these in and cut them out to make your own bookmarks!
Frozen Party!

It’s party time! Get inspired and create some party food, decorations, and games with an adult!

Sven’s Snacks & Kristoff’s Slushies
- For Sven’s Snacks, combine pretzel sticks, peanuts, and vegetable crisps.
- Add a sign that says “Sven’s Snacks.”
- To create Kristoff’s Slushies: Add 7 oz. of fresh blueberries to a blender with 2 oz. of orange juice and blend until smooth. Add ice slowly until thick and icy. (Frozen blueberries can be added instead of fresh blueberries and ice.)
- Once you’ve achieved your desired texture, serve and enjoy!

Olaf party cups
- Draw carrot noses on orange card stock, cut them out, and glue them to white cups.
- Add snowman eyes and mouths made from black card stock.
- Use the cups to serve drinks at your party.
- You can turn it into a game by stacking cups in a pyramid and having players try to knock the stack down by throwing a pom-pom at it.

Create your own play snow
- Pour roughly 32 oz. of cornstarch into a big bowl or two pans.
- Spray a can of shaving cream onto the cornstarch.
- Mix them together. It’s so much fun!
- When you’re happy with the texture, you can add extra decorations and sparkles if you wish.
- Store in containers in the fridge before the party starts.
- Take it out when it’s nice and cool, and empty it into a big tray. Several batches can fill a water table. Enjoy!

You can also create your own paper snowflakes!